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21 December 2020 
 
Hon Kris Faafoi  
Minister of Immigration 
Parliament Buildings  
  
Dear Kris  
 
Thank you for your recent engagement on Budget 2021. As you will be aware, we have set a 
very high bar for the initiatives that will be invited for submission, limited to only the most critical 
cost pressures and urgent manifesto commitments.  
 I have considered the cost pressures and manifesto commitments that you outlined in 
your letter, and am inviting you to submit two initiatives relating to Immigration New Zealand’s 
third-party funding shortfall as a result of COVID-19. 
 
Financial Sustainability: Third Party Revenue Replacement Funding   
I invite you to submit an initiative for funding to maintain delivery across Immigration New 
Zealand’s strategic priorities and address the shortfall in third party revenue from immigration 
fees resulting from COVID-19. 
I expect that the funding sought will extend to 2021/22 only, and that the initiative will explore 
options for striking a balance between: 
• returning to market-led cost recovery models as soon as practicable  
• right-sizing of operations for the service levels required by the ‘new normal’, and  
• Crown funding. 
While each border agency will need to present options consistent with its circumstances, I 
expect the Border Executive Board to play a role in ensuring that a broadly consistent 
approach is taken in the development of options and that any deviations in approach are 
justified. 
 
Treatment of COVID-19-related Memorandum Account Deficit 
I also invite you to submit an initiative to address the deficit in the Immigration memorandum 
account that has been incurred as a result of COVID-19; however I wish to note that this may 
ultimately be deferred for consideration at a future Budget or through an out-of-cycle Cabinet 
decision. 
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Please note that while I have invited these initiatives to be submitted, this does not guarantee 
that they will receive funding. The Treasury will assess the value for money and relative priority 
of all initiatives, and this advice will help to inform the shape of the final Budget 2021 package 
to be decided by Budget Ministers. Therefore, I expect that all initiatives will be supported by 
a robust case for funding and a strong evidence base, as well as scaling and reprioritisation 
options.   
Yours sincerely  

  
Hon Grant Robertson  
Minister of Finance   
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